Abstract. The Main Conjecture on Modular Towers: For a prime p, and finite p-perfect group G, high levels of a (G, p)-Modular Tower have no rational points. When p is an odd prime and G is the dihedral group Dp we call the towers Hyper-modular.
Basic goals of Modular Towers
Suppose the prime p divides the order of a finite group G. We say G is p-perfect if G has no Z/p quotient. A perfect group is p-perfect for each prime dividing its order. Equivalently, G equals its commutator subgroup. A p ′ conjugacy class (subgroup, element, etc.) of G has elements of order prime to p. Being p-perfect is equivalent to having p ′ generators. We think of Hyper-modular Towers relating to Modular Towers as (D p , p) (p odd) relates to (G, p), with G a p-perfect finite group. A Hyper-modular Tower comes with an even number r of involution conjugacy classes. A modular curve tower has r = 4 and its kth level is the space X 1 (p k+1 ) without its cusps. A (G, p) Tower has a collection of p ′ conjugacy classes C = (C 1 , . . . , C r ). We call r the p-dimension of a Nielsen class. Then r − 3 is its j-dimension. The p-dimension is the dimension of the Hurwitz space tower levels. Each level is an affine cover of P r \ D r , projective r space minus its discriminant locus. Let P 1 z = C z ∪ {∞} be projective 1-space with a uniformizing variable z. Recall the space J r : PGL 2 (C) equivalence classes of unordered distinct points P 1 z . Then, the reduced Hurwitz space at the kth level of a (G, p, C) modular tower has dimension equal to the j-dimension. We explain below the notation H(G k , C) in,rd = H(G k , C) rd (G 0 = G) for this inner Hurwitz space. It has an affine (so surjective with finite fibers) map to J r .
When r = 4 the Modular Tower levels are covers of P 1 j \ {∞} = J 4 , the classical j-line, and they are quotients of the upper half-plane by a finite index subgroup of PSL 2 (Z). We normalize so their ramified points are j = 0, 1, ∞ with any ramified points over 0 (resp. 1) having index 3 (resp. 2). The points of the projective completion of the curve levels over ∞ are cusps. Computing their widths (ramification indices) is subtle and significant ( §1.2).
1.1. Topics of this paper and the Main Conjecture. An hypothesis on G 0 seeding a Modular Tower is always in force, unless otherwise said, throughout this paper: That G 0 is a centerless p-perfect group. We often remind the reader of that by using the phrase p-perfect, though it also means centerless so as to apply the consequence from Thm. 2.10 that all the G k s also are centerless. The Main Conjecture is that for (G, p, C) above (with G = G 0 a p-perfect centerless group) and k large, H(G k , C, p)
in,rd has no rational points. We state a geometric version.
Conjecture 1.1 (Geometric Conjecture). For k large, nonsingular projective completions of all components of a Modular Tower at level k have general type.
Characteristic p-Frattini covers {G k } ∞ k=0 of G = G 0 define the reduced Modular Tower levels, H(G k , C) in,rd = H rd k . Since C consists of p ′ conjugacy classes, each C i pulls back to unique conjugacy classes in each covering group G k → G 0 . That means the notation for (G k , C) reduced Nielsen classes makes sense ( §1.3).
When r = 4, the genus of a level k component depends on elliptic ramification and cusp ramification, respectively, ind(γ 0 ) + ind(γ 1 ) and ind(γ ∞ ) in (1.4c). For Modular Towers these engage us in a moduli interpretation related to (G k , p). Though this is akin to the simplest case (D p k+1 , p) for modular curves, there are four new challenges.
Two deal with the moduli interpretation of γ 0 and γ 1 fixed points and for orbit shortening. Our goal is to find a level at which each disappears ( §3.2). The 3rd is to locate those p-divisible cusps at level k + 1 that lie above level k cusps that aren't p-divisible. These are the contributors to the U i s of (3.2). We nailed these contributions in the [BFr02] examples for p = 2 as coming from spin covers of finite groups. This used formulas of the author and Serre. A harder spin cover analysis then found the components of these example Modular Tower levels.
Here is a list of topics in this paper. Several of these include the case r ≥ 5.
( ′ conjugacy classes C = (C 1 , . . . , C r ). These give the Nielsen class elements:
The notation g g g ∈ C means there is a π ∈ S r with g (i)π ∈ C i , i = 1, . . . , r. The elements of inner equivalence classes are the collections {h −1 g g gh} h∈G . Suppose r is even and G has r/2 conjugacy classes C ′ 1 , . . . , C ′ r/2 so with elements g i ∈ C ′ i , i = 1, . . . , r/2, that generate G. Let C be the conjugacy classes with
r/2 , g r/2 ). The relation to cusps of H-M reps. appears repeatedly in [BFr02] .
Many applications use Hurwitz spaces with points that are equivalence classes of (G, C) covers having branch cycle descriptions from a permutation representation T : G → S n . Then the covers have degree n and the corresponding equivalence classes {h −1 g g gh} h∈NS n (G) with N Sn (G) the normalizer of G in S n . Example: The case with G = D p (p odd, r = 4) above produces the modular curve Y 0 (p) = X 0 (p)\ {cusps} using the standard degree p representation, N Sp (D p ) = Z/p × s (Z/p) * and reduced equivalence (below) of covers. When, however, we equivalence only by conjugation by D p (inner classes), the result is Y 1 (p). Permutation representations appear in any precise analysis of Modular Towers. The Main Conjecture, however, assumes reduced inner equivalence on Nielsen classes.We concentrate here on that case; conjugation by G gives Nielsen classes.
When r is at least 4, a braiding action gives important invariants of the reduced Hurwitz space H(G, C)
rd . Each component corresponds to an orbit for the action of two operators:
(1.2a) The shift: (g 1 , . . . , g r ) → (g 2 , . . . , g r , g 1 ) = (g g g)sh; and (1.2b) The 2-twist:
You may replace the 2-twist by the i-twist q i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. Just one twist and the shift generate all the braidings. The cases r = 4 and r ≥ 5 differ slightly.
1.3. The sh-incidence matrix for r = 4. [BFr02, Prop. 4 .4] shows how to compute the genuses of H(G, C) rd components. This uses a Klein 4-group Q ′′ that acts on Nielsen classes. We give its generators in q 1 , . . . , q r−1 notation:
Form reduced (inner) Nielsen classes:
rd . With γ 1 = sh and γ ∞ the 2-twist (or middle twist) acting on Ni(G, C) rd , we draw conclusions for theM 4 = γ 1 , γ ∞ action.
rd correspond toM 4 orbitsŌ on Ni(G k , C) rd . Use H k,Ō for the level k component corresponding toŌ.
(1.4b) The cusps of H k,Ō correspond to γ ∞ orbits O 1 , . . . , O t onŌ; cusp widths are the orbit lengths. (1.4c) The genus gŌ of H k,Ō appears in the formula
rd , without regard in whichM 4 orbit they fall. The symbol (O i )sh means to apply sh to each reduced equivalence class in O i . The (i, j) term of the sh-incidence matrix 
is a cover of p-perfect groups. With p dividing the order of G, we generalize this by considering the universal p-Frattini cover ϕ : pG → G 0 . Then, ϕ has a pro-free pro-p kernel. In the p-split case, G = G 0 = P 0 × s H with P 0 the p-Sylow of G and H is a p ′ group. The H action extends to the minimal pro-free pro-p cover ϕ :P → P 0 [BFr02, Prop. 5.3]. We explain the characteristic groups in this easy case.
We inductively consider ker 0 = ker(ϕ) and ker k , the kth iterate of the Frattini subgroup of ker 0 . So, ker 1 is the Frattini subgroup of ker 0 , generated by pth powers and commutators of ker 0 ; ker 2 is he Frattini subgroup of ker 1 , etc. The action of H extends toP and toP
Lemma 2.1. Let U be the Frattini subgroup of P 0 , and let V * be the dual space
for h ∈ H and k ∈ P 0 . We check this is a homomorphism:
Reverse the steps for the converse.
Let K be a field. For any finite group G, the group ring Λ = K[G] is an augmentation algebra from the ring homomorphism aug : i a i g i → i a i . The quotient vector space from aug is the identity module 1 1 1
Also, maximal 2-sided ideals are in ker(aug). So, the Jacobson radical Rad(F p [G]), the intersection of he maximal 2-sided ideals of Λ, is also. When G is a p-group, the Jacobson radical is exactly ker(aug).
Definition 2.2 (Involution pairing). Suppose V = K n , and h ∈ S n has order 2 acting as permutations on the standard basis vectors for V . Define an inner (dot) product pairing: v 1 = (x 1 , ..., x n ) and v 2 = (y 1 , ..., y n ) pair to
Definition 2.3. Let Λ be a commutative, associative algebra with unit 1 Λ . Suppose there is a nondegenerate inner product , with ab, c = a, bc , a, b, c ∈ Λ. We call Λ a Frobenius algebra.
Then, a, b is the coefficient of 1 G in ab, and ab, c is the coefficient of 1 G in abc. So, associativity of multiplication
For Λ a symmetric Frobenius algebra, any left Λ module is isomorphic to its dual Λ * = Hom k (Λ, k), a right Λ module. Conclude: The projective and injective Λ modules are the same. A primitive idempotent of Λ is one we can't decompose as a nontrivial sum of orthogonal idempotents. These correspond to projective indecomposables.
The projective indecomposables P satisfy Soc(P ) ≡ P/Rad(P ). So, the simple modules G at the top and bottom Loewy layers (see §2.3) of a projective indecomposable module are the same.
2.2. Module theory for (G 0 , p) in the general case. LetP be a pro-free pro-p group with the same rank as the p group P 0 . Assume 
]).
It is harder, however, to describe pG0 for general
We apply ′ to modules and groups associated with the universal p-Frattini cover of
, for groups and modules corresponding to G 0 . We regard
is for the right G 0 module written as the vector space generated by right cosets of Proposition 2.5. The cohomology group H 2 (G 0 , M 0 ) has dimension one over F p . The 2-cocycle for the short exact sequence
represents a generator. We define any nontrivial α ∈ H 2 (G 0 , M 0 ) as G 1 up to an automorphism fixed on the G 0 quotient and multiplying M 0 by a scalar.
Remark 2.6 (Automorphisms of M 0 ). Suppose G acts on a vector space M . Assume L : M → M is a linear map (though our notation is multiplicative) commuting with G. Let ψ ∈ H 2 (G, M ). So, ψ makes G × M into a group through this formula:
2 ) we preserve the cocycle condition. Scalar multiplication by u ∈ Z/p replaces ψ(g 1 , g 2 ) by ψ(g 1 , g 2 ) u . Even when M 0 is the characteristic p-Frattini module for G 0 , there may be nontrivial maps L (not given by scalar multiplication) that preserve the cocycle. This produces nontrivial automorphisms of G 1 that induce the identity on G 0 . Such an L exists when G 0 = K 4 , the Klein 4-group, and M 0 has dimension 5 in §4.3.2.
Using the indecomposability of
We use an observation on the natural extension ϕ 1,0 :
Proof. We apply Thm. 2.10. Then, any g ∈ G 0 having order p lifts to have order
Proof.
The associative law for this multiplication is the cocycle condition. Extend it to Ind
for some j. Since G * → G 0 is a cover with exponent p kernel, there exists β :
gi . So, the cocycle defining the extension G * → G 0 maps to a cocycle defining an extension ψ :
This produces the corresponding homomorphism of groups G * → G 1 . We also call this γ. As G 1 → G 0 is a Frattini cover, γ must be surjective.
Consider β • γ = µ and let µ (t) be its tth iterate restricted to Ind
) decomposes as a G 0 module into a direct sum of the kernel and range of µ (t) . The range will be an indecomposable G 0 summand isomorphic to the indecomposable module M 0 . If Ind 
There are several types of intermediate situations by considering groups G † , properly containing
) is injective. So, the extension for α gives the group G 1 for G
† . An example of this is G ′ 0 = A 4 ≤ G 0 = A 5 and p = 2. This shows the other extreme of Prop. 2.8: 
. We could have a complicated sequence applying this process before confidently proclaiming the exact summand of Ind
Radical layers and the appearance of
These radical layers gives a maximal sequence of G 0 submodule quotients, with each a direct sum of simple G 0 modules. The Loewy display captures this data. It includes arrows showing how simple modules from different layers form subquotient extensions. One example occurs in Ex. 2.11. [BFr02, Cor. 5.7] exploits one case for A 5 and p = 2. We see it in its restriction to A 4 and to K 4 ≤ A 4 in §4.3.2.
Appearances of 1 1 1 G k , the trivial G k module, in the Loewy layers of M k usually effect the structure of the kth level of a Modular Tower. The appearance of 1 1 1 G k at the tail of M k interprets that G k+1 has a center. Thm. 2.10 includes one reason for the hypothesis that G 0 is p-perfect [BFr02, Prop. 3.21].
Theorem 2.10. Suppose p divides the order of g ∈ G k . Then, any liftĝ ∈ G k+1 has order p · ord(g). Assume g ∈ G k is a p ′ element. A unique p ′ conjugacy class of G k+1 lifts g. If G 0 is centerless and p-perfect, so is G k for all k. 
There is an obvious 5-Frattini cover
The kernel of ϕ ′ is the adjoint representation U 3 for PSL 2 (Z/5). The rank of M 0 determines the rank (minimal number of generators) of ker 0 as a pro-free pro-5 group. Conclude, if the rank of M 0 is 3, then ϕ : PSL 2 (Z 5 ) → PSL 2 (Z/5) would be the universal 5-Frattini cover of A 5 . The kernel, however, of ϕ is not a pro-free group. Since there is no rank 2 simple Z/5[A 5 ] module, the Loewy display for M 0 either has three copies of the trivial representation in it, it is U 3 ⊕ U 3 , or it is U 3 → U 3 . The first fails Thm. 2.10 for then G 1 would have a nontrivial center. The second fails indecomposability of M 0 . So, the last of these gives M 0 .
Heuristics for the Main
If a level k component has genus 1, then it is usually easy to find evidence of some ramification fromŌ k toŌ k+1 . This assures the genus ofŌ k+1 is at least 2, and the genus rises for orbits at higher levels overŌ k+1 automatically. So, we give simple reasons why we expect the rise of the genus follows from (1.4). Our setup is to compute the genus of a component (corresponding to aM 4 orbit)Ō k+1 at level k + 1 lying over a componentŌ k at level k, assumingŌ k has genus 0.
3.2. Elliptic ramification and orbit shortening. We denote the component corresponding toŌ k+1 by H
. Each p p p k+1 ∈ HŌ k+1 represents a cover
Suppose p p p k+1 over 0 or 1 on P 1 j actually ramifies over its image
. So, it contributes 2 (resp. 1) to ind(γ 0 ) (resp. ind(γ 1 )) on the right of (1.4c) (when O =Ō k+1 ). Ramification from p p p k to p p p k+1 implies that in going from 0 ∈ P 1 j (or 1) up to p p p k there is no ramification. That is, there is a nontrivial element α ∈ PGL 2 (C) and another cover ϕ p p p ′
k+1
: X p p p ′ k+1 → P 1 z with the following properties.
We refer to (3.1) as saying there is elliptic ramification fromŌ k toŌ k+1 . If eachM 4 orbitŌ k+1 overŌ k has no points p p p k giving elliptic ramification, we sayŌ k has no elliptic ramification. This is exactly what happens in inner space examples from [BFr02, §8.1.1] and with modular curves at level 0.
Conjecture 3.1. We assume the Main Conjecture hypotheses and that k is large. Then, there is no elliptic ramification above any component at level k.
The last sentence of Thm. 2.10 assures G k has no center. In turn this is equivalent to inner Hurwitz space covers having fine moduli. We test for reduced 3.3. p-growth of cusps. We differentiate between two types of γ ∞ orbits. 3.3.1. p-divisible cusps. For g g g = (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 ) ∈ O i , denote | g 2 g 3 | by mp (g g g) , the middle product of g g g. Call O i (or g g g) p-divisible if p|mp(g g g). Suppose g g g ′ ∈Ō k+1 lies above g g g: g g g ′ mod M k = g g g. Express this with the notation g g g ′ /g g g ∈Ō k+1 . Thē M 4 action guarantees the number of elements ofŌ k+1 lying over g g g ∈Ō k depends only onŌ k . Denote
Choose one representative i g g g in each O i , i = 1, . . . , t. Order the orbits so the first t ′ of these, O 1 , . . . , O t ′ , are the p-divisible cusps. For i ≤ t ′ and g g g
. Assume the genus ofŌ k is 0 and the conclusion of Conj. 3.2 holds forŌ k : No orbits shorten fromŌ k toŌ k+1 . Then, the following holds [BFr02, Lem. 8.2]:
The next proposition is essentially in [BFr02, Lem. 8.2].
Proposition 3.3. To the previous assumptions add that the conclusion of Conj. 3.1 holds forŌ k : There is no elliptic ramification fromŌ k toŌ k+1 . Then, gŌ k+1 equals the right side of (3.2). 
Types of Schur multipliers
Continue notation from §2.3. Suppose the first radical layer of M k contains 1 1 1 G k . This means G k has a nontrivial p part to its Schur multiplier. Several mysterious events can occur from this. [BFr02] sometimes uses computations in the characteristic modules M k in additive notation. That won't work in §4.2; we consider these as subgroups of G k+1 and quotients of subgroups of R D .
Little p central extensions. Use the previous notation for the characteristic sequence
be a projective system of p-Sylows of the corresponding groups 
p depends only on m, and not onm. We display the context for groups of order p 3 appearing in our calculations.
• Z/p 2 × s Z/p = U p with a generator of the right copy of Z/p mapping 1 ∈ Z/p 2 to 1 + ap for some a prime to p. .
• H p is the small Heisenberg group : 2 × 2 unipotent upper triangular matrices with every element of order p.
Finally, with some choice of basis,
has order p (acting on (Z/p) 2 ).
The following lemma has notation appropriate for our applications. Still it is very general: We could have M k can be any Z/p module,M D any Frattini extension of it with Z/p kernel and V Suppose
Proof for some integer 1 ≤ a < p. Compute:
Replacem 1 by some p ′ power of it to assure A(m 1 ,m 2 ) is 1, thoughm 1 andm 2 still generate m 1 ,m 2 /C. Som 1m2 has order p, giving the desired splitting.
The last case works as the split case of the previous argument.
Lem. 4.2 differentiates between p = 2 and general p.
Proof. The hypotheses say that H m1,m2 has two generators of order p 2 . It also has two generators with respective orders p 2 and p. The resulting group has order p 3 , and (Z/p) 2 as a quotient. Only Z/p 2 × Z/p has these properties: elements of order 4 (resp. p 2 ) don't generate the dihedral group (resp. U p ); and the quaternion group's only element of order 2 is in its center.
We use the following hypotheses to describe the possible groupsM D that actually can occur as ϕ 
Continue assuming (4.3a) and (4.3b) hold. Then, for anym lifting m ∈ M k to R D , there is an integer j with
Therefore mα 
2 if and only the image of m in ker(R k → G k ) is nontrivial. We now take advantage of how elements of M k with trivial images in ker(R k → G k ) form a submodule. This is the heart of Prop. 4.6, except we substitute a Z/p quotient
4.3.1. Antecedents to a Z/p Schur quotient. Let R D k−1 (resp. R D k ) be a Schur quotient at level k (resp. levelk + 1).
Proposition 4.6. In the notation above, there exists R D k−1 antecedent to R D k if and only if the conditions of (4.3) hold for R D k .
Outline of Proof. Assume there exists
and m 1 , m 2 has rank 2. Since the image of m 1 , m 2 in ker(R D k−1 → G k ) has rank 1, there must be elements of V 0 D in the kernel. This establishes (4.3b). Now consider the converse. Assume the conditions of (4.3) hold for
Suppose M k /V D is not the trivial G k module. We can generalize [BFr02, Prop. 9.6] to suit any 1-dimensional G k module appearing in the 1st Loewy layer of M k . This would produce α ∈ pG mapping to the image of α D in ker(R D k−1 → G k ) with the image of α p generating ker(R D k → G k+1 ). Since, however, G k does not act trivially on α D mod ker k , G k+1 would not act trivially on α p mod ker k+1 . This contradicts that ker(R D k → G k+1 ) is the trivial G k+1 module. 
We found the complete description of theM Di s by finding three central 2-Frattini extensions of M = K 4,H ⊕ 1 1 1 A4 , the 1st Loewy layer of M 0 . Then, we pulled these back from the map M 0 → M , knowing that this would give all three possible Schur quotients. This makes it clear the elements of the left most K 4,H lift to have order 2 in each of theM Di s. Here is the list.
We have chosen to notation using a →. It means that quotienting out by an appropriate Z/2 center gives the corresponding Loewy display.
Next steps in investigating Schur quotients.
The followup paper will expand the application of [BFr02, Prop. 9.8] to (G 0 = A 5 , C 3 4 , p = 2). In this situation we refer to g g g ∈ Ni(G 0 , C 3 4 ) as a perturbation of an H-M rep. if it has the form (g 1 , ag
rd and it lies over We say in §4.3.2 that the case (G k (A 4 ), C 3 4 ), with k = 1, has a more complicated Schur quotient structure as k rises. In the expansion of this paper we extend this to the abelian cases at all levels of the (A 4 , C 3 4 , p = 2) and (A 5 , C 3 4 , p = 2) Modular Towers. We know the number of Schur quotients of G k (A 4 ) rises with k. This is true for any non-dihedral-like split G 0 and any prime p [Se01] . [BFr02, §5.7 ] has a precise quote when p = 2 and a characterization of the phrase dihedrallike. We don't know yet how to extend it to the nonabelian Z/2 Schur quotients. We don't know yet if for k ≥ 1, G k (A 5 ) [original paper had a typo, with A 4 in place of A 5 ] has nonabelian Z/2 Schur quotients, though we suspect so. [Added 9/01/04: Darren Semmen has shown for k ≥ 3 there are nonabelian Z/2 Schur quotients. The argument shows there will be for any prime p at suitably high levels for non-dihedral-like groups.] For all non-split universal p-Frattini covers (assume p-perfect) it is [still] a mystery what to expect of their Schur quotients.
The diophantine goal
It is instructive to see how the diophantine aspects of the long studied modular curves work. I base my remarks on [Se97, Chap. 5].
Setup diophantine questions. Question 5.2 is a version of the Main
Conjecture. When r = 4 the §3 outline gives a good sense of it holding. The tests are for how properties of the universal p-Frattini cover of the finite group G contributes to the conjecture holding. [BFr02] tested many examples related to the case G = G 0 is an alternating group, p = 2 and the conjugacy classes have odd order. Details of those examples mirror what one often finds in papers on modular curves. An extra complication is that levels of a Modular Tower can have several components. Here's an example problem that is tougher than it first looks.
Problem 5.1. For each number field K, find an easy argument for constructing a nonsingular curve X over K with 0 < |X(K)| < ∞ (nonempty but finite).
Suppose G 0 is a p-perfect group, and C are p ′ conjugacy classes of G 0 , such that all levels of the Modular Tower for (G 0 , C, p) are nonempty.
Problem 5.2. Give an elementary argument that for any number field K,
rd (K) = ∅, there may rational points on the cusps ofH(G k , C) rd .
Problem 5.3. Same hypotheses as Ques. 5.2. Show, at suitably high levels of the tower, all components have general type.
We mean in Prob. 5.1 to avoid such heavy machinery as Falting's Theorem (proof of the Mordell Conjecture) or the Merel Theorem. We don't, however, expect a completely trivial argument for a general number field K. The property states that number fields are not ample (Pop's nomenclature). The goal is to produce a witnessing nonsingular curve X (given K) explicitly. This topic arose from [Deb99, §3.2.1]. We trace a set of ideas from Demjanenko and Manin as appropriate to our main point. Then, we connect Problems 5.1 and 5.2. [Ma69] - [De66] . The exposition from [Se97, Chap. 5] is convenient for this, especially for its review of effective aspects of Chabauty [Ch41] .
Outline of key points of
Theorem 5.4 (Chabauty) . Suppose a curve X generates an abelian variety A and Γ is a finitely generated subgroup of A(K) with Rank(Γ)
Explicit aspects. Embed K in a finite extension of Q p and regard it as that finite extension. Assume 0 A ∈ X(K), and let ω i , i = 1, . . . , g ′ , be a basis of holomorphic differentials on A. These uniformize by (O L )
With Γ the closure of Γ, suppose X ∩Γ is infinite. That gives a sequence of distinct points
′ is the rank of the free group Γ ∩ U . Change coordinates on U so the points γ = (x 1 , ..., x g ′ ) ∈ U ∩Γ satisfy x 1 = 0 in a neighborhood of 0 A ∈ X. Then the analytic curve intersects x 1 = 0 in infinitely many points. This implies x 1 = 0 in a neighborhood of 0 A in X. Since, however, X generates A, the pullback of dx 1 = ω 1 is a nontrivial holomorphic differential. So, it has at most 2g(X) − 2 zeros.
[Co85] uses Thm. 5.4 to effectively bound the number of points on some curves, an analysis that includes finding a bound on Rank(Γ) and bounding the number of torsion points of A that might meet X. An effective Manin Corollary comes down to effectively bounding the rank of Pic (0) (X 0 (p k0+1 ))(K). The Weak-Mordell Weil Theorem gives such a bound [Se97, p. 52, §4.6]. Here, and for Modular Towers, we don't care that the bound does not precisely give the rank.
The Manin-Demjanenko argument reverts to Chabauty. We can see specific parameters we must compute to make Thm. 5.4 apply effectively. It starts by assuming X is any projective nonsingular absolutely irreducible variety over K, and A is an abelian variety over K for which there are morphisms f 1 , . . . , f m : X → A defined over K. With P 0 ∈ X(K) assumef i = f i − f i (P 0 ) satisfy these properties.
(5.1a) If m i=1 n ifi is zero on X, n 1 , . . . , n m ∈ Z, then (n 1 , . . . , n m ) is 0. (5.1b) The rank of the divisor classes modulo algebraic equivalence on X (the Néron-Severi group) is one. If X is a curve, hypothesis (5.1b) is automatic. Depending on your patience, the following results are effective [Se97, p. 63].
Key points. Choose k 0 so the genus of X 0 (p k0+1 ) exceeds 0. In parallel with the application to Modular Towers, [BFr02, Lem. 2.20] computes the cusp widths of X 0 (p k0+1 ) (and so the growth of its genus) from a Hurwitz monodromy viewpoint. Let A = P ic (0) (X 0 (p k0+1 )). Assume the rank of Pic (0) (X 0 (p k0+1 ))(K) is m ′ , and let k(p, K) = k 0 + m ′ + 1. We form the maps f i , i = 1, ..., m ′ + 1. They all go from X 0 (p to (E/ p p p i , p p p k0+1+i / p p p i (then to Pic (0) of X 0 (p k0+1 )). Suppose ω is a nonzero holomorphic differential on A. Then these f * i (ω)), i = 1, . . . , m ′ , are linearly independent over C. To see this take any cusp and express ω in a neighborhood of that cusp as a power series f (q)dq with q = e 2πiz , z close to i∞. The condition for analyticity of ω at the cusp is that f (q) is analytic and f (0) = 0. Now consider the pullbacks ω i = f * i (ω)). The argument of [Se97, p. 68] is that f * i transforms q to q p i ; so the ω i s are linearly independent as power series in the variable q around the cusp.
5.3. Using Demjanenko-Manin on Modular Towers. Each X 0 (p k+1 ) has cusps of unique widths that give rational points. This gives a relatively elementary construction of curves that demonstrably have some, but only finitely many, rational points over K. This is an acceptable answer to Prob. 5.1, though it is not so explicit a result as in [Co85] . In the expanded version of this paper we apply the argument of Cor. 5.6 to the abelianization of a Modular Tower with r = 4 [BFr02, §4.4.3]. It is crucial that the genus of tower components goes up (as outlined in §3). This is motivation for developing explicit versions on that argument.
An even greater potential occurs in using such an argument for r ≥ 5. The hypotheses of (5.1) do not assume X is a curve. An interesting consideration is whether some version of (5.1b) holds at high levels of a Modular Tower for a pperfect group G = G 0 . We guess that at high levels the albanese varieties of (a nonsingular closure of) H Proposition 6.1. Let r 0 be any positive integer. Suppose each G k has a K regular realization with K a number field and no more than r 0 branch points. Then, there exists a Modular Tower based on (G 0 , C) with r ≤ r 0 conjugacy classes and C a set of p ′ conjugacy classes.
If there are rational points at each level of a Modular Tower, then there is a projective system of (we always mean absolutely irreducible in this subsection) K components at each level.
Definition 6.2. Call C gcomplete if any subgroup meeting all conjugacy classes in it is all of G. It is p-gcomplete if any subgroup meeting each p ′ conjugacy class is automatically all of G.
Example 6.3. The group A 5 is 2-gcomplete. It is not, however, 3-gcomplete or 5-gcomplete since it contains D 5 and A 4 . Further, if G 0 is p-gcomplete, then each of the characteristic p-Frattini covers G k → G 0 is also p-gcomplete.
Definition 6.4. Call C H-M-gcomplete (resp. H-M-p-gcomplete) if upon removing any two distinct inverse conjugacy classes C i , C j , the remaining conjugacy classes C i,j are gcomplete (resp. p-gcomplete).
We review a result from [Fri95, Thm. 3 
